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Bilge Water
Disjointed…
stumbling
as it comes apart / pieces
falling off…
the
Ship of State taking on
sewage / unable to
discharge the ballast of
accumulated corruption
& rot…
though it’s only
autumn / already I long
for spring

The poem is a reflection from my perspective on an
event that affected the lives and times of my
generation here in the US. There is not much - has
not been much - here in this declining would-be
empire to be optimistic about, from a cultural and
societal standpoint. I've been pretty much detached
from that for a long, long time.
November 2, 2012
Obedience In – a - Sense
Ah, my generation
America went to Viet Nam and
had a war
just for us
Ah, my generation
not the “me” generation
not the Woodstock generation
we are the Viet Nam generation
the wounded generation
the traumatized generation
the disillusioned generation who
continue to breath napalm and
piss agent orange
a generation defined by
an exercise in greed that
never needed to happen
from which nothing was learned
Ah, my generation
my fucked up, fucked over generation
spaced out on drugs
strung out on

the vulgarities and obscenities of
a violent, racist culture dependent on
a war-based economy for
the economic and political survival of
the Great Republic and
the sacred American Way of Life
Ah, my generation
We were bred and born – conscripted
really - did we have a choice?
1945 to 1954
innocents obediently raised on
the mythology of
the benefits of
a meat and dairy based diet of
white stream history
the self-serving lies testifying to
the sense of entitlement without
responsibility
guilt or
shame
the unholy holy agenda of Manifest Destiny
the requirement to equate invasion
occupation and
murder
with patriotism (whatever THAT is)
Ah, my generation
believers who became non- believers in
anything institutional
utter contempt
disgust
mistrust from which
most of us never recovered
a generation that came of age and grew old in
an age of disbelief

solitude and
profound anxiety
Ah, my generation
Ginsberg howled for Solomon
I howl for us

Parochial Historiography
18 – 20 Dec 2012
Sat down at the table to read a holy book
Talking about a standard textbook of US History
a perfect hypocrisy in which
nothing is as its given or told as it was
a mythologistical and methodological book of lies
held up to be sacred scripture by
many a proud white American patriot
innocents mostly
with no sense of their whitewashedover eyes
misperceived perceptions of a real unreality
a desperately advertised history desperately pitched
and barrel – rolled
by stoned sky pilots flying on fictitious fictions
stoned on the meth of the great myth
innocents mostly
innocently perpetrating unto others
what was perpetrated unto them
dropping bombs of imaginary history on
an unsuspecting and unconcerned populace
all participants involved blinded by the
opaque smoke of myth
that great nauseating myth
getting high on the nausea and digging it
blind leading the blind down the back staircase of
time and memory
stumbling over loose and sometimes missing
altogether treads
along hallways of uncomprehended responsibility
lined by doors of denial offering sanctuary from
unacknowledged atrositites
against oh so many that we speak of not

but of one - just one - I feel compulsive necessity to
so do
if only to clear my mind heart and spirit of
emotional congestion
the cause of which being the indecently faithful not
– so innocents
continuously and all the while quoting chapter and
verse from
the holy book of lies the pages empty of any
mention toward
mentioning the selfishly selfish exploitations
implicitly implicit in
the pioneers’ entry into Indian lands
the intentionality of their intent being to destroy in
whole or
in part all things Indian
insanely and certifiably convinced of their cultural
and
racial superiority

Rant # 1,945 –
America – smashed drunk on power
addicted
to war,
drugs,
money, and a preoccupation
with race
patterns of insensitivity and arrogance
toward issues of
diversity
homophobic and misogynist abuse
anal probings New Mexico traffic stop
police forces lookin & actin more
and more like soldiers
moralization of violence
with impunity
political integrity,
impeccability swept under
the oval office rug
the sound of pissing & woe can be
heard
for miles
sad americans living in the survelliance society
where privacy is
mostly an illusion
hellies over highways and borders
NSA invading and occupying
the internet & cellphones
with impunity

misinformation or disinformation stated
goal of US military
in america
“we are blind and live our blind lives
out
in blindness”
(William Carlos Williams)
dreary Tea Party political apartheid
selfish american afrikaners
interested in their own skins usually
white and
in white america everyone else
is other
other than
less than
lonely Americans shudder in horror
hungry ghosts
desperate and hungry
I don’t know what to say
‘cept
I relish the crumbling
of
american excess

‘Round Midnight in Ameriker
grinning blood moon
bloated
blond haired buffoon
gloating Hitler-like
white messiah
another midnight
for the moral world
here in ameriker
tendency of the powerful
to view human beings as pins
on a map presumed
entitlement to control
with insult and abuse
motives of greed and spite
rule society, politics & politicians
ultimate corruption
of men
& women
here in ameriker
winds & whims of
political storms shift quickly
kids going off to war
and death again
that tired old song playin
on the national radio
here in ameriker
i’d like to ask God what it’s all for
but there’s nobody home
no answers there
it’s just not fair
yet
I sense no revolution
in the air

no revolution
here in ameriker

anywhere

January 2016
with insult and abuse…they rule society, politics &
politicians
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